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The Threshold Of Democracy Athens
compared to New Democracy on 87, would fail to win a majority. Attention is therefore turning to potential coalition partners. The opinion polls suggest that four smaller parties will reach the 3% ...
Greek parties fight over undecided voters
This coming Sunday we will elect 70 per cent of the members of the House of Representatives, i.e. 56 Greek Cypriots ... the minimum allotment threshold being 3.6 per cent. The fact is that ...
Political power mismatch makes voting difficult
In an opinion poll conducted just before the official launch of the party, 6.1% of those surveyed said that they would vote for the party (the threshold for entering the Greek parliament ... The New ...
Papandreou on the comeback trail
This was not necessarily the expectation of Dr. Ofer Kenig, who in his head of the Forum for Political Reform in Israel with the Israel Democracy ... that the jump in the threshold would be ...
The Higher Threshold Saved Votes
Belgian political scientist Yves Tiberghien invoked the Greek goddess of wisdom when ... is an example of this concept. “Democracy’s Future” is the focus of this year’s event.
‘Democracy’s Future’ focus of Night of Philosophy
Today democracy is almost universally acclaimed as the criterion ... the civilization of the ancient Middle East and it was there that man crossed the threshold of science, philosophy, and political ...
Justice and Democracy: Cross-Cultural Perspectives
ATHENS (Reuters) - The head of Greece's tourism confederation SETE expressed "restrained optimism" on Friday for a recovery in the industry this year after... ROME (Reuters) - Pope Francis said on ...
Germany's COVID-19 case rate falls below key threshold
Ordinary Australians are taking cues from celebrities and posting vaccine selfies by the truckload, but these certainly aren’t like other selfies.
It’s set to be the defining image of 2021 – will you take part?
Democracy of course did not receive a very warm welcome from ancient Greek and Roman philosophers ... so much so that Republican Party is now on the threshold of a schism. If this occurs, it ...
Trumped up votes
Varoufakis’s startup party MeRA25 made the 3 per cent threshold yesterday ... being able to re-cohere the right wing vote around New Democracy (though a new nationalist party, Greek Solutions, managed ...
The Greek election – Syriza goes down, but so do the nazis
The extreme-right political party, whose logo closely resembles a swastika, received seven percent of the vote, twice the minimum threshold ... a serious blow for Greek democracy." ...
Former Salonika Rabbi: Jews in Greece Concerned
who was elected in the Greek parliament in 1989 as the head of the openly pro-Turkish Party of Friendship. Equality and Peace. It was Ahmet’s election that prompted Greece to change its electoral law ...
Turkey's foreign minister Cavusoglu begins visit to Greece
Massive debt levels are a feature of contemporary capitalism that cannot be eradicated without radical change, says political scientist Éric Toussaint. “The indebtedness of the working classes is ...
To Address Increasing Inequality and Global Poverty, We Must Cancel Debt
Late at night on Jan. 25, more than 500,000 Twitter followers of Selahattin Demirtas, the co-chairman of the pro-Kurdish People’s Democracy Party (HDP) in Turkey, were dumbfounded by seeing him tweet ...
Turkey’s leftists, Kurds celebrate Syriza victory
At the height of the Greek debt crisis ... Now he leads the list of Democracy in Europe, a German political party that is part of DiEM25, the anti-establishment movement Varoufakis helped to ...
Former Greek finance minister running election campaign... in Berlin
He said that the high electoral threshold of 3.6% means that 15,000 ... About 65.73% of nearly 558,000 eligible voters cast ballots for the 56 Greek Cypriot seats in parliament.
Far-right party, centrist group gain big in Cyprus poll
Advertising Reunification is especially unappealing to Taipei since China reneged on its “one country, two systems” promise to Hong Kong, cracking down on democracy there ... conflict stayed below the ...
China and America are stuck in a dangerous standoff
The official part of Cavusoglu’s trip will take place Monday morning, when he will meet with his Greek counterpart ... law to introduce a national vote threshold of 3% for parties to gain ...
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